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LEGAL STATUS OF THE CHURCH IN SOVIET RUSSIA
VLADIMIR GSOVSKIt
Commonplace is the statement that dictatorships oppose Law and
Religion-the two social forces which impede the easy accomplishment
of political and spiritual anarchy. Proof, if needed, may be sought for-
and found-in the European scene today.
In an earlier article,* Vladimir Gsovski reviewed the ambitious, but
not too successful, effort of Soviet Russia "to get rid of law as a govern-
ing principle." Relying exclusively upon soviet writings, Mr. Gsovski
now traces the legal status of religion in the same country.-EDIToRAL
NOTE. I
THE THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF THE SovIET LEGISLATION
AFFECTING RELIGION
THE adoption of a new constitution of the Soviet Union, in December
' 1936, was understood by many foreign observers as a turning
point in the treatment of the Church and religion by the soviet govern-
ment. As a matter of fact, however, the main provisions of the new
soviet federal constitution dealing with religion' were not an innovation
but were taken word for word from the constitutions of the principal
constituent republics of the Soviet Union.2  Prior to 1936 the soviet
federal constitution did not deal with religion. The new constitution
restated the rather uniform provisions of the constitutions of the indi-
vidual republics. It did not promise any change in soviet legislation
concerning religion but merely sanctioned the status quo of the Church
in Russia.
This status is by no means simple. The Soviet laws directly dealing
with religion and the Church are not the only factor determining the
status. The theoretic evalution of religion in the communist philosophy
f Assistant in Foreign Law, Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.
Gsovski, The Soviet Concept of Law (1938) 7 Foa nDrwa L. Ruv. I.
1. CoNsruIoN oF THE SOVIET UNION or 1936, § 124: "Freedom of eserisa of the re-
ligious cults and freedom of anti-religious propaganda is recognized for all the citizen."
2. Cf. R.S.F.S.R. CoNsTrrUnON, § 4 as amended in 1929: "Freedom of religious pIr-
suasion and of anti-religious propaganda is secured to all the citizens." Similar proaisions
were found in UxA_m'L CoNsTIrTOn, § 8; TuRK,,mN.TA CoN.rmTITo:m,. § 6; Uzrar:is-
TAN CoNsTIruToN, § 5.
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of the soviet rulers has contributed largely to the manner in which the
laws were interpreted and applied. Finally, general laws and practices
justifying the interference of the soviet authorities with the life of the
soviet citizen set up important restrictions to the exercise of worship.
A true picture of the status of the Church in Soviet Russia cannot be
presented unless all these factors are taken into consideration.
In studying the situation a non-soviet scholar must bear in mind
that the soviets have used common political and legal terms to designate
concepts which are at variance with the traditional meaning we have
for these terms. This is especially true of the so-called "separation
of Church and State" declared in the soviet law.3
The idea of the separation of the Church from the State in America
emerged from the struggle for religious freedom and tolerance. This
principle does not imply suppression of worship but is designed to safe-
guard liberty in the exercise of faith. The State is presumed not to be
hostile or beneficent to any specific Church but equally benevolent to
every Church. Interference of the authorities is supposed to be re-
stricted to the protection of public order and peace among the adherents
of various denominations.
Yet the soviet legislators were inspired by quite different ideas.
They postulated that religious belief and worship run counter to the
main objectives of the soviet government: against the planned socialist
reconstruction of society, and against the prospective philosophy of the
citizens of the soviet land. For the soviet leaders, "any religion is a
kind of bourgeois ideology inimical in its very substance to the prole-
tarian concept of life . . . to the socialist reconstruction of society...
a remnant of capitalism in the mind of men that sanctifies in the name
of a non-existing God all the other remnants thereof.
' 4
According to Lenin:
"The saying of Marx: 'Religion is the opium for the eople', is the cornerstone
of the Marxist point of view on the matter of religion. All contemporary
religion and churches, all and every kind of religious organization Marxism
has always viewed as organs of bourgeois reaction, serving as a defence of
exploitation and the drugging of the working class." 5
"The difference between so called purified religion and crude religion is
the same as between a blue devil and a violet one, no more."0
3. "The Church is separated from the State and the School from the Church." Decree
of January 23, 1918, § 1, R.S.F.S.R. LAWS (1917-1918) item 37.
4. LuxAcHxvsx , AxTI-RELIGIOUS PROPAGANDA iN PRESENT PHASE [of the soviet regime]
(Russian ed. 1936) 6.
5. 14 LENrw, COLLECTED Woaxs 68. The second edition is cited throughout this
article.
6. YAtosrLAvsxy, Oz; RELIGIOUS PROPAGANDA (Russian ed. 1937).
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Religion "forbids knowledge"; 7 it "imposes upon the toilers a false
concept of the world .. distorting and perverting their concept of the
world, the laws of nature and the development of human society."s
Consequently the communists presume that "religion and communism
are two hostile forces facing each other, two worlds engaged in an
irreconcilable fight, two enemies whereof communism shall never extend
its hand to religion." They think that "where religion is victorious com-
munism is weak. The communist regime will only come into being in
a society freed from religion."' 0
All religions are equally condemned by the communists but Chris-
tianity is especially disapproved. Thus the program of atheistic work,
adopted by the convention of the Union of the Militant Atheists in
1926 called for
"exposing religious morals, as a morality imposed in a special manner upon
the toilers by the ruling class. Contemporary Christianity for example, as
a system of morals, represents by itself nothing but such concept of duty
as is in the interest of the ruling exploiters. The morals proposed to the toilers
by Christianity, are bourgeois--exploiter morals, training the exploited classes
for all those qualities which, from the point of view of the exploiter, his victim
should have: silence, passiveness, meekness, patience. It is necessary to con-
demn categorically, as the worst type of popery, every effort of approachment
of Christianity to communism. Religion must be rejected for good, without
reservation or camouflage.""
Again, the Marxian philosophy purported to see in religion as in many
other manifestation of spiritual life a result of material conditions of
life, or to be more precise, economic conditions destined to disappear
with the achievement of socialism. This is the simplified explanation
offered by Engels and Lenin to the paramount human demand for God.
According to Engels:
"Now all religion is nothing else than the fantastic reflection, in the minds
of men, of those external forces which dominate their everyday existence, a
reflection in which the earthly forces assume the form of supernatural forces -."12
Lenin went on to develop this idea:
"God (as He appeared in history and life) is before all a complex of ideas
produced by the stupefying oppression of man both by the outer nature and
7. YA os.vsKY, RmIGIOzz 3N TD U.S.S.R. (1934) 32.
S. PRocRA-mr or m Usrox or MrrA,,r Ammsrs or 1926, § V. For its EngliEh
translation, see HECER, RELIGIO; .um Co=uzzsa (1933) 279; see alo Lurxcn=5svs,
,p. cit. supra note 4, at 9.
9. A-ni-Rmmrous PRoPAcvx , Aoto= TuE Womm, (in Russian 1926) 16.
10. IHlac, loc. cit. supra note S.
11. Ibid.
12. ExNs.s, AxnT-DUEHMG (English transl. 1935) 311.
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class exploitations,-a complex of ideas which pacifies the class struggle."1 a
"Economic slavery is the true source of the religious humbugging of man
.. . the oppression of religion over humanity is but the product and reflex
of economic oppression within society. .... -14
Taking religion and ethics for mere "reflexes" of social conditions
the communists, and especially Lenin, evaluated religion as well as ethics
primarily by the significance for the "class struggle", as they called
the political struggle for socialism-communism.
Again Lenin argues:
"Our ethics is completely subordinate to the interests of the class struggle
of the proletariat. Our ethics is deduced from the interests of the class
struggle. . . . Ethics is something that serves for the destruction of the old
exploiting society and unites all the toilers around the proletariat which
creates a new communist society."' 5
Elsewhere Lenin pointed out the relation between religion and social
oppression of the working classes.' 6
Consequently the communist rulers called occasionally for modera-
tion in the direct anti-religious activities and for centering the attention
upon the socialist reconstruction of the society. Yet these relaxations
had a short life.' The sweeping change in the economic condition did
not work according to the Marxian scheme. Thus, the presumed factor
of religious belief (capitalism) is supposed to have been done away
with at the present stage of the soviet regime, according to Stalin."8
However, the religious belief is still in evidence in Soviet Russia and
is shared by the working people. As late as May, 1937, Pravda, the
official organ of the communist party, denounced as "rotten" the theory
"that religion at the present time has ceased to play any part in the
Soviet Union, that workers and peasants, members of the collective
13. Lenin, Two Letters to Gorky (1913), in 17 LENIN, COLL. WORxS 85; see also 14
id. at 71.
14. 8 LENIN, Cor... WORKS 420, 422.
15. 25 LENIN, COLL. WORis 391-392.
16. ". . . the struggle against religion cannot be limited to the abstract ideological
preachery, cannot be reduced to such preachery; this struggle should be brought into con-
nection with the concrete practice of the class movement directed toward the elimination
of the social roots of the religion. . . . Social oppression of the working masses, their com-
plete helplessness in front of the blind forces of capitalism . . . that is the deepest con-
temporary root of religion." 14 LENIN, COLL. Woaris 71.
17. See, for example, CIRcuLR or THE CENTRAL COUNCIL OF TE TRADE UNIONS oF Juna
9, 1923, No. 125, which called for such a moderation and the Circulars of the same Council
of August 12, 1927, and of March 1, 1929 (No. 53), which virtually repealed the first
circular. See ORLEANSHy, THE R.S.F.S.R. LAW ON RELIcous AssoCIAnTONs (Russian ed.
1930) 49-54.
18. Speech reported in Moscow Naws, Dec. 2, 1936.
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farms, have grown up in a cultural way and therefore have no need of
anti-religious propaganda" 9
Yaroslavsky, the official leader of the anti-religious activities in the
Soviet Union, stated about the same time no less definitely, that accord-
ing to the data of the Union of Godless "in the towns more than half
of the workers, about two thirds of the adult population above sixteen
class themselves with atheists. In the villages, on the other hand, prob-
ably more than half, about two thirds believe in God, and that means
not only old men and women, as some think, but among the young in
the villages the percentage is very high.' According to the same writer
"another mischievous theory is that only old men and women are
believers. This is not true."' So Yaroslavsky called for vigilance and
for making the anti-religious work more active and effective.
In brief, "the soviet power is against all religion" as stated by "The
Godless" the organ of the Soviet Union of Militant Atheists.-- Con-
sequently, it is an unvarying proposition for the soviet rulers to combat
the religious concept of life as an error and the Church as an inimical
force. Atheism and materialism are integral parts of the communist
teaching and are its prospective standards for the popular mentality.
The stress is laid at one time upon propaganda and at another time upon
direct persecution and suppression. To deprive the churches of any
possibility of exercising an influence upon the people even outside of
politics is the real tenor of all the acts of the Soviet Government. To
create conditions for replacement of religion by atheism is its real aim.
In the writings of Lenin there are passages which on the surface
may lead one to believe that he supported religious tolerance. How-
ever, such a conclusion is not true. These writings antedated by a
decade or so, the establishment of the communist rule in Russia. At
that time, Lenin's party was carrying its struggle against a non-
communist state and against a bourgeois government. He proposed
then (1905 to 1909) to abstain from incorporating atheism in the
final program of his party. He insisted instead that such a bourgeois
government should recognize religion as "private affair" of a citizen.
However, he made it clear that this is "a socialist-proletariat's demand
upon the contemporaneous state and the contemporary church.'1 1  He
19. PRAyD.A, May 7, 1937.
20. YARosLAvsxY, op. cit. supra note 7 (italics inserted).
21. Ibid.
22. The Soviet Power and Religion, (1927) GODLFSS No. 11.
23. Sir Bernard Pares, Yaroslavsky on Religion (1938) 16 Sr-womc ,nD EAST Euno-
PEI REV w Nos. 47, 347.
24. "A complete separation of the Church from the State-this is the Eocialist-pro-
letariat's demand of the contemporaneous church" Lenin, Socialism and Religion (1905),
in 8 CoL. WORiS 420. "[Our] party while demanding of the State the declaration of
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especially emphasized, in putting this demand forward, that the struggle
of his party against religion is not a private affair. 25 In other words,
he sought in the separation of the Church from the State a measure
which, if adopted by the capitalist state, would give a better chance for
his party to fight religion. But religious approach to the problems
of life or religion as a concept of the world, must be fought, according
to Lenin, without compromise. He did not expect from a "proletarian
state" any neutrality toward religion. He vehemently condemned the
attempts made by some of the Russian Marxists in 1908-1909 to create
a link between socialism and religion.2"
For Lenin a good church was worse than a corrupted one. It is
religion itself and not the occasional abuses by the members of churches
that is attacked by Lenin. He says:
"Any religious idea, any idea of a 'good God', any coquetry even with a
'good God' is an abominably nasty thing which is met especially tolerantly
(often benevolently) by the 'democratic bourgeoisie' and is just for that
reason the most dangerous abomination, most odious infection."27
The foregoing maxims by the soviet leaders explain why, on the
one hand, the first soviet decrees affecting religion were couched in a
language resembling religious tolerance but, on the other hand, sought
to undermine the very existence of the church in Russia. Thus, begin-
ning with the first decree, "On separation of the Church from the State
and the school from the Church," issued January 23, 1918 (in the third
month of the soviet regime), such a separation did not seek virtually
to establish a religious freedom. It is true that the declaratory state-
ments made in this decree as well as in the Soviet Constitution adopted
in July, 1918, if taken by themselves, would not mean a menace to
religious freedom. However, the other provisions of the same decree,
and especially of the instructions accompanying its enactment and
developing the details, filled these statements with a different meaning. "
The practice and the subsequent legislation which developed these pro-
visions into a coherent system of regulations purported to deprive
churches in Russia of the fundamental background of the normal life
religion as 'a private affair' in no wise should consider the problem of the fight against
the dope of the people, religious superstition, to be a private affair." Lenin, The
Attitude of the Labor Party to Religion (1909), in 14 Cor. WoRXs 74. See also 21
COLL. WoRKs 42.
25. Ibid.
26. "The party of the proletariat must be the spiritual leader in the struggle against
all kinds of medievalism, including the official religion, and against all the attempts to
renovate it or to justify it in a new or in another way." 14 COLL. WORxs 75.
27. 17 Cor. WORKS 82.
28. See especially, Instruction of the Commissariat for Justice of August 24, 1918,
R.S.F.S.R. LAWS (1917-1918) item 685.
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of an ecclesiastic community. In 1929 the constitutions of the major
soviet republics were amended to make clear the prohibition of religious
propaganda. The original text of the R.S.F.S.R. Constitution was
as follows:
"To insure for the toilers religious freedom, the Church is separated from
the State and the school from the Church, while freedom of rdigious and anti-
religious propaganda is secured to all the citizens?'.
In 1929 "freedom of religious propaganda" was omitted from the text
and the italicized part became modified to "while freedom of religious
persuasion and of anti-religiozs propaganda is secured to all the citi-
zens."30 It was officially announced that from now on religious propa-
ganda is that which "exceeds the limits of religious freedom recognized
by law."'" The new federal constitution of 1936 contains provisions
which are very close to the modified text.32
Moreover, the isolated regulations restricting the religious activities
were codified in a single law of April 8, 1929, "On Religious Associa-
tions. ' It created a regime of separation of Church and State which
resembles outlawry of the church rather than religious freedom. It
sought to submit the church to the scrupulous control of the atheistically
minded governmental agencies and to beset the life of religious com-
munities with difficulties both actual and legal. The comparatively
liberal decree of January 23, 1918, still remains on the statute books,
but the more recent legislation made its liberal portions ineffective.
Again, the outlawry of the church was never stated in any official act
of the Soviet Government, but it presents itself as the sum total of the
individual provisions of the soviet laws, as well as the practices of the
soviet authorities and of the semi-official Union of the Militant Atheists.
Let us examine these provisions by topics and follow within each
topic the development of the soviet legislation beginning with the first
decree on the separation of Church and State down to the present time.
29. R.S.FS.R. CoNsTTrUTIO.uo (1918 version) § 11; id., (1925 version) § 4 (italics
inserted).
30. Law of May 28, 1929, R.S.F.S.R. LIws (1929) item 495 (italics inserted). The
Constitutions of the Ukraine (§ 8), Turkmenistan (§ 6), and Uzbekistan (§ 5), adopted
the modified text of the R.S.F.S.R. Constitution, while the White-Rus-i (§ 12), Azar-
baidjan (§ 6), and Armenian Constitutions (§ 5) kept the original text until 1936. The
Georgian Constitution (§ 11) stated until 1936 that religious propaganda is recognized
"insofar as it serves no political or social purposes."
31. GoDLEss (in Russian), Feb. 6, 1930.
32. Supra note 1.
33. R.S.F.S.R. LAws (1929) item 353.
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II
PROVISIONS OF THE SOVIET LAWS AFFECTING RELIGION
The conditions set forth by soviet law for an open existence of
ecclesiastical communities may be summarized as follow:
1. Dismemberment of the Church
In the first place, the soviet statutes do not recognize the church as
an organized aggregation of parishes of a given denomination. On the
contrary, the aim to break up the churches into purely local, isolated
units is very much in evidence. In so far as soviet citizens are per-
mitted to unite for religious purposes, or to form ecclesiastical bodies,
the units must be strictly local in character. The religious activities of
a "religious association", as soviet law calls a religious community,
and of its minister, are limited by a narrow territory. It knows only
parishes and not churches.34 The soviet statute provides: "A citizen
may be a member of one religious association only [society or group] ")
and persons who are members of several religious associations may be
prosecuted under Section 187 of the Penal Code.30 Only those mem-
bers of the congregation who reside in the same city and vicinity or in
the same village, or in several villages of the same township (raion),
can form a religious association. 7 A religious association can use only
one church building (or other premises for prayers). 88
34. Law of April 8, 1929, R.S.F.S.R. LAws (1929) item 353:
"§ 2. Religious associations of believers of all denominations shall be registered as
religious societies or groups of believers."
"§ 3. Religious society is a local association of not less than twenty believers over
eighteen years of age who belong to the same cult, faith or sect and are united for the
common satisfaction of their religious needs. Believers who are not numerous enough
to organize a religious society may form a group of believers."
"§ 19. The work of ministers of religion, religious preachers and instructors, etc.,
shall be restricted to the area in which the members of their religious association reside
and to the place where the premises used for worship azre situated. The work of ministers
of religion, religious preachers and instructors, who regularly serve two or more religious
associations, shall be restricted to the area in which the believers, who ae members of
those religious associations, permanently reside."
35. Id., § 2.
36. Instruction of the People's Commissariat for the Interior of October 1, 1929, No.
328, § 5, BULLETIN ,F THE PEOPLE'S COMranSARIAT OF THE INTERIOR or Tma, R. S, F. S. R.
(1929) § 30, quoted from ORLEANSKY, THE LAW CONcnazuNo RELIGIOUs AssociATioNs IN ma
R. S. F. S. R. (Russian ed. 1930) 27. The latter work is a semi-official commentary on the
law. Section 187 of the R. S. F. S. R. CRamIAL CODE reads: "The communication of in.
formation known to be false in returns submitted in accordance with the law to govern-
ment departments or public officials, in connection with the registration of any trading,
industrial, housing, or other association or company entails forced labor" not exceeding
three months or a fine not exceeding 300 rubles."
37. Instruction of the People's Commissariat, supra note 41, § 4.
38. Loc. cit. supra note 34, § 10. This rule was especially directed against znnas-
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Performance of religious ceremonies by an association outside of its
residence39 or outside of the church building requires special permission
from the authorities. °
It is true that the statutory law states that "religious associations may
organize local, All-Russian or All-Union conventions and conferences",
but it is only allowed "by special permission issued for each case sepa-
rately" by the soviet authorities.m ' Again, such conventions and the
executive bodies elected by them have fewer rights than the local
religious associations whose limitations are dealt with infra. They may
not organize any collection even of voluntary donations from believers,
or, have, by rent or otherwise, any religious property, whether churches,
temples, synagogues, or mosques. Even vestments and other articles
of worship are forbidden to themY It is especially emphasized that
their decisions and decrees cannot be enforced and are subject to the
good will of the members of the congregation. Ecclesiastic authori-
ties have in the eyes of soviet law no jurisdiction over the parishes with
regard to religious properties " and no legal status whatsoever if they
are not the "executive body" elected by a convention of the religious
association. In any event no such convention took place during the last
ten years. Thus whenever the soviet law uses the term "religious
association" only the isolated parishes are meant04 Only a separate
parish has some kind of status in Soviet Russia. But as will be evident
from the following analysis, even the legal capacity of a local parish
appears to be extremely limited and beset with impediments that make
the normal parochial life difficult and the proper exercise of faith ques-
tionable, to say the least. In the first place the parishes are deprived
of any material basis for their existence.
2. Deprivation of Church of Any Property
Beginning with the first soviet decree on separation of Church and
teries and cathedrals of the Russian orthodox churches which occasionally embraced saveral
small chapels.
39. Id., § 61.
40. Id., § 57.
41. Id., § 20.
42. Id., § 22; Instruction, stupra note 41, §§ 12. 17.
43. "Resolutions and orders of the religious conventions, conferences and their execu-
tive bodies can be carried out only by way of voluntary execution by the faithful."
Instruction, supra note 41, § 16.
44. RS.F.S.R. LAws (1923) item 699, §§ 9, 12.
45. This principle found its clear expresion in the law of April s, 1929. The purely
local character of a religious association was not expressly pronounced in the previous
regulations which therefore recognized a possibility of registration of a higher religious
unit than a parish. See R.S.F.S.R. LAws (1922) item 623; also Instnctior, printed in
Izvzsm& April 27, 1923, No. 92.
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State of January 23, 1918, the churches in Russia were deprived not
only of all their properties but also of the capacity to own anything in
the future, including church buildings, utensils, vestments, and other
objects destined for purely liturgical or other ceremonial use.
"Religious associations do not enjoy the right of a juridical person,"
states the soviet statute.46  By this is meant that religious associations
are not corporations, and can not own in their names any property or
enter into contracts. All properties owned or possessed by the churches
in Russia prior to the seizure of power by the bolsheviks in November,
1917, were "nationalized"-that is, declared forfeited to the government
without compensation. For the future a distinction was drawn between
properties which although owned by the church are devoid of imme-
diate religious significance, i.e., not directly used for ceremonial pur-
poses, and those properties termed by the soviet law as "necessary for
the performance of the cult."4  To the first class belong properties
which constitute the material basis of existence of the churches as
organizations, and furnish subsistence for the clergy, such as cash, bank
accounts, land, buildings other than churches, printing offices, candle
factories, etc. The churches are not only denied ownership of such
objects, but they cannot hold under any title whatsoever. For example,
renting a house or printing office is forbidden. In brief, the Church in
Russia can not use any income-bearing property or property of material
value.
To the other group of properties-those "necessary for the perform-
ance of the cult'---belong church buildings, chalices, vestments, and
similar objects of liturgical or other ceremonial significance. These prop-
erties are also nationalized, but the soviet law leaves to the free dis-
cretion of local governmental agencies the decision to permit the use of
such objects by members of a given denomination, or to take these
objects away from them.4" If such objects have, in the opinion of the
soviet agencies, an historical or artistic value, they are taken away as
a rule and placed in a museum, where they are exposed to what is
nothing less than desecration and sacrilege in the eyes of the faithful.
For example, the relic of a saint was exposed side by side with a mummi-
46. Decree of January 23, 1918, § 12: "No ecclesiastical or religious society whatsoever,
has the right to own private property. Such societies do not enjoy the rights of juridical
persons." § 13: "All the property of the existing ecclesiastical and religious societies in
Russia becomes public property."
Law of April 8, 1929, § 3: "Religious societies and groups do not enjoy the rights of
a juridical person."
47. This is the term used in the Law of April 8, 1929, now in force, while the Decree
of January 23, 1918 used "buildings and objects especially designated to the religious
purposes instead".
48. Decree of January 23, 1918, § 13; Law of April 8, 1929, §§ 10, 25.
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fled animal 49  If such objects have a material value they have to be
turned over to the government treasury.o
Governmental ownership of any object "necessary for the cult" applies
49. See the description of an anti-religious museum in Moscow (Petrovka Street 14)
given in the official report of the Commissariat for Justice on its activity in 1921: Rzvo-
LuToi AND CH-trcH (in Russian, 1923) No. /2, 31, 32. It is stated there that the display
of relics and other consecrated articles in anti-religious museums resulted at first in
special excursions by the religious visitors who came to pay their veneration. But this
practice was discontinued by the administration. Special guides were appointed in order
not to permit any manifestation of veneration in front of the exhibited objects and to
make anti-religious propaganda instead. They were instructed to keep spcdal diarie
recording the reaction of the visitors.
Concerning the exemption of objects of artistical and historical value, see Instruction
of the Commissariat for Education of the R.S.FS.R. of March 20, 1928; also GmiUr%.Lov,
S.PARATioN or T= Cnuaic moar To Sr.%T ri im U.S.S.R.: Co-=.E- coLtEco.: or
DECREES (Russian 3d ed. 1926) 255-256. For the present conditions under which such
objects may be used by the churches see the Law of April 8, 1929, § 30; also Order of the
Commissariat for Education of July 11, 1927, § 37; ORLuArsse, op. cit. supra note 41, at
42 passim.
50. Resolution of the All-Russian Central Executive Committee of December 27, 1921,
R.S.F.S.R. LAws (1922) Item 215; Decree of September 19, 1923, Id. (1923) Item 762.
The wholesale exemption of valuables was carried out in 1922 during the famine when
by the law of February 23, 1922, was ordained that "The local soviets are hereby in-
structed to remove within one month's time . . . from Church property, given for ue to
various groups of believers of all religions, according to inventories and contracts, all
precious artiles of gold, silyer and precious stones, the removal of whica does not e==.a-
tially infringe upon the interests of the cult, and surrender these to agents of the Com-
missariat of Finance, specially designating them for the fund of the central committee
for famine aid." (Italics inserted.) Id. (1922) item 217 § 1.
It was officially commented at that time that under the decree come "all the valuables
of decorative nature as well as vessels and utensils which by their designation in the
cult can be for example defended the retention of golden or silver chalices, relinquarles,
metal adornments of icons (holy pictures) vestments, chandeliers, precous stones, etc."
CHmcEt AND RmvoLuroN (in Russian, 1923) No. %, S.
In many cases the parishioners paid the value of objects assigned to be taken away.
Nevertheless, the soviet authorities ordered that even these objects should still be govern-
ment property. De4sions of the 5th Division of the Commissariat for Jus ic of Jt.z.e 17,
1922, No. 359, and of September 15, 1923; GImur.mAmov, op. cit. supra, note 49, at 55,
195-196. The )emoval of consecrated objects from the churches was not approved by
the ecclesiastic authorities of various denominations and especially by the Patriarch
Tichon, the highest prelate of the Russian Orthodox Church. Parishioners resicted in
many places such removal. Some 1440 bloody excesses were reported in the soviet press
(Pravda, No. 110, 1922). Numerous trials of clergymen and laymen followed. Forty-five
executions and 250 long term imprisonments were reported. See HEcnEn, RErLIIoz A~m
Coinasus (1933) 209. Bishop Jan Cepliak and Mgr. Butkiewicz of the Roman Catho-
lic Church were sentenced to death and several other Catholic priests to long term
imprisonment. The greatest part of church valuables, including many consecrated objects,
were nevertheless removed from the churches. Some summaries were printed in the coviet
press. See VArsN~msov, ASSAuLT ou' HIS¢v (English edition 1925) (Russian edition 1925),
262-282. E raIT, R _r oIoa =u Sovmr RusmA (1929), 45 Passim.
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not only to such objects possessed by the Church prior to the revolu-
tion, but also to any object given to or acquired for the Church under
the soviet regimeY' A donation of a religious object to a church in
Soviet Russia makes that gift automatically the property of the soviet
state, subject to disposal by the soviet government authorities.
Consequently the only way for soviet citizens to possess a place of
worship is to get it from the local soviet under a contract. If premises
for this purpose are hired from private persons the contract requires
also the approval of the local soviet.52 The soviet statutes state that
the use of church buildings is granted "free of charge". 3  However, this
refers to the building itself, while in the cities a rental must be paid for
the land occupied by the building, and everywhere the churches are
subject to the local tax of one-half per cent of the value of the building
annually as well as other taxes." The heavy burden of financial lia-
bility arising from these taxes, from obligatory insurance, and other fees
and dues is imposed directly upon the individual members of a religious
association who signed the contract for the use of the church building.
Since a religious association is not a corporation or juridical entity,
the church buildings and liturgical objects are not given to the associa-
tion itself but to its members, at least twenty of whom must be the
signers of the contract and assume all responsibility arising therefrom. 5
Again, the members of the executive body of a religious association are
personally responsible for the upkeep of the building and other expenses
connected with the activities of their religious community and especially
for the church building and other "properties necessary for the cult"
which are entrusted to them as governmental property. They are held
responsible for loss which may occur in such properties, even though
without any culpability on their part. The soviet practices occasionally
went so far as to make the executives responsible for larceny com-
mitted in the church building by non-members unless it was proved that
the larceny could not have been prevented due to "elemental forces"
(the soviet term for "Act of God")!"
51. Law of April 8, 1929, § 25: "Property necessary for the performance of the cult,
whether handed over under contract to the believers forming the religious society, or
newly acquired by therm, or given to them for the purposes of the cult, is r(ationalized and
is under control of the city or district committee on religious affairs" (italics inserted).
52. Law of April 8, 1929, § 10.
53. See note 56 infra.
54. F6r taxation of churches see Circuiars of the Commissariat for Fninace of April
1929, § 398 and of July 20, 1929, § 795; ORLEANsKY op. cit. supra note 41, at 69-71;
R.S.F.S.R. LAws (1928) item 35. For previous regulation see MESSENCER Or FINANC
(in Russian, 1923) §§ 36, 37; MassENuER oF aE SyxoD (in Russian, 1925) § 1, 8-9. Also
Circular of the Commissar for Finance § 102 of September 3, 1923.
55. Law of April 8, 1929, §§ 28, 29, 33.
56. Decision of the R.S.FS.R. Supreme Court, PRAcric. COmM,.TA1Y TO TrE CmL
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Failure to meet promptly one of the terms of the contract may result
in the withdrawal of the church from use by members of the religious
association. Moreover, a church once given to the religious association
may be withdrawn practically at the volition of the soviet authorities. 7
For a time it was an established rule that the church could be with-
drawn in case of arrest of a single member of the executive body of the
association, regardless of the grounds of arrest.19
The only transactions permitted to be made in the interest of a
religious association are as follows:
"Transactions for the management and use of religious property such as
hiring of watchmen, buying of fuel, repair of the building and objects destined
for the rite, purchase of products or property necessary for a religious rite or
ceremony. ... No contract embodying such arrangements may contain in its
text any reference to commercial or industrial transactions, even if these are
of a kind directly connected with the affairs of the cult, such as the renting of
a candle factory or of a printing works for the purpose of printing religious
books, etc."0 9
To summarize: Any parish or religious community in Soviet Russia
must exist on current, irregular donations alone, with no lawful possi-
bility of accumulation and savings and no other way of possessing
premises for prayer than by holding them on contract. Again, collection
of money for religious purposes is beset with special difficulties:
"Members of a group of believers or of a religious association may pool
money together and collect voluntary donations in the building of the church
or outside of it, but only am og the members of their religious association and
only for the purposes connected with the upkeep of the church building and
property incidental to the cult, and with hiring of the clergy and maintenance
of the executive board." 0o
Establishment of regular membership fees is termed under soviet law
"compulsory collection of money" and as such is forbidden under a
penalty.61
CoDE or =ran R.S.F.SR., edited by Nachimson (Russian 4th cd. 1931) 91. A circular
letter of the Commissariat of Justice of April 27, 1922, stated also that in all caces of
stealing (larceny of ecclesiastic valuables "not only the actual perfltrators shall he prose-
cuted but also those who by their legal or actual standing were in custody of such valuables.
If there is no evidence of their partnership in the crime they shall be indicted for care-
lessness or negligence in custody thereof." Moreover, in addition to the criminal indictment
such person shall be sued in a civil suit by the local soviet to the amount of the goods
stolen. Gmu iAxov, op. cit. supra note 49, at 221, and case reported there.
57. Law of April 8, 1929, § 43.
58. Ginruxsxov, op. cit. supra note 49, at 85; ORnt ,Nsx-, op. cit. supra note 36, at
204, 210.
59. Law of April 8, 1929, § 11.
60. Id., § 54.
61. Instrzction, supra note 36, § 9.
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It is to be noted that although soviet law denies to churches the right
to become juridical persons it does not confine itself to the mere declara-
tion that legal transactions made in their name are null and void, but
imposes a penalty for the violation of this rule.0 2
From the above it is evident that the name "religious association"
used by the soviet law does not imply a real status of an association in
our sense of the word. Denial of rights of a juridical person or of legal
entity to a duly registered parish places it in a position beset with un-
solvable contradictions. Let us discuss just one point. Members of a
congregation are permitted to pool' money by voluntary donation to
cover the expenses of the upkeep of a church which they received by
contract. In the normal course of business' the receipt of donations
does not coincide in time with the payment of these expenses. Conse-
quently the executives of a religious association have some cash on hand.
Now, who is the owner of this money? It is not the parish because it
has no right of juridical person and cannot therefore own any property.
Nor does such money belong to the donors, collectors, or the executives
of the association. It is evident that no satisfactory answer to the ques-
tion can be given. In one case the Commissariat of Justice decided that
money collected for a synagogue can be deposited with a bank "in the
name of individual citizens.""
The general conclusion would be that the soviet law is designed to
establish a complete control of the Soviet Government over any property
needed for the church including the most indispensable objects of cere--
monial significance.' Any parish can possess only such objects as the
Soviet Government deems it necessary to permit.
The available information justifies the conclusion, that a very insigni-
ficant portion of the ecclesiastic properties is left to the faithful. As
far as the non-religious properties are concerned the largest church in
Russia (the Russian Eastern Orthodox Church) which enjoyed a privi-
leged position under Imperial regimes possessed as a matter of fact a
very small part of the national wealth. For example, less than one
per cent (.68%) of crop area and pastures belonged to the Church and
other public bodies in the forty-nine most important agricultural prov-
inces of European Russia, according to a soviet writer." The artistic
splendor of' the churches and monasteries which for centuries were the
depositories of the Russian religious art-the only Russian art prior
to the Eighteenth Century-made the Russian Church appear more
62. Section 125 of the Criminal Code of the R.S.F.S.R. reads as follows: "The
assumption by religious or ecclesiastical organizations of administrative, judicial, or other
functions pertaining to public law, or of the rights of a juridical person, is punishable
by compulsory labor for a period up to six months and a fine up to three hundred rubles.1i
63. GsiuizNov, op. cit. supra note 49, at 234.
64. LATsis, AGaRAiAN OVER POPULATION (Russian ed. 1929).
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wealthy than it actually was. Such churches have been largely with-
drawn from religious use and many have been destroyed, e.g., the
Cathedral of. Our Lord the Saviour and many other churches in
Moscow. Valuable articles and artistic paintings were for the most part
removed in 1922-1923.11 An extensive campaign for the closing of
churches was carried out, especially in 1929-1930. From the scattered
reports to be found in the soviet press the following very incomplete
figures are deduced which nevertheless give an idea of how far the cam-
paign went: Prior to 1921 about six hundred and seventy-three monas-
teries and churches were closed in the R.S.F.S.R. alone;"' in 1927 one
hundred thirty-four;"7 in 1928 some six hundred; 9 but, in 1929 one
thousand four hundred and forty."2 Some newly created big indus-
trial centers have no churches at all, e.g., Magnitogorsk, two hundred
thousand inhabitants; Karaganda, one hundred twenty thousand; Sta-
linsk, two hundred thousand." The destruction of religious paintings
was also conducted on a rather large scale. In 1930 the soviet press
continually reported the burning of icons and religious books in small
villages in such quantites as twelve carloads,71 eight carloads, -7 2 two
thousand icons and one thousand religious books,71 four thousand
icons. 74
3. Governmental Control Over the Religious Organizations
Along with the nationalization of church buildings and other articles
intended for worship, the decree on separation of Church and State of
January 23, 1918, contained a clause which permitted the administra-
tion to place these religious properties at the service of the believers by
a contract. However, neither the decree nor the instruction accompany-
ing it outlined how the believers must be organized to take advantage
of this provision. There seems to be a reason for this omission. The
bulk of the population of Russia belonged to the Russian Orthodox
Church, which is a ritual version of Christianity. For them exercise
65. An approximate account of the removed valuables is to be found in V,.=ov,
Ass.ULT oN HakvEN, (Russian ed., Paris, 1923; English ed., London, 1923). It is ba Lrd
upon the reports of the soviet press.
66. RzvoLuono sxAN CH c (Russian ed. 1921) § 2/3, at 72.
67. Izvgsrrm, July 4, 1929.
6S. Some 445 churches, 59 synagogues, and 38 -mosches. Youo Gu Abn (in Rumian,
1929) § 22.
69. In the cities, 530 churches, ill synagogues, and 96 mnoches; in the villages, 539
churches, 15 synagogues, and 98 mosches. Tim A iTnxuzoous (in Ruszian, 1930) § 3.
70. IzvEsxr% December 29, 1936; THE AmrzaIaous (1937) § 2 at 45.
71. City of Le Srchansk, Ai'anrsr (in Russian), March 1, 1930.
72. Tllage of Demisvov, id., April 5, 1930.
73. Village of Andreevka, Oreclsovo Dirtrict, id., March 30, 1930.
74. City of Tver, IzvEsmA, Jan. 8, 1930.
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of worship was closely connected with a definite ecclesiastic rite which
can be performed properly only in premises especially decorated and
equipped. Consecrated articles, religious images and symbols were in-
dispensable for the service. The compilers of the decree by establishing
the governmental control over all the religious properties sought to inter-
rupt the continuity of the parochial life. If the instructions of the
Soviet Government were virtually followed, the churches and other re-
ligious properties had to be first taken by the soviet authorities and then
perhaps turned over to a rather indefinite group of citizens designated
in the soviet decrees as "believers" or "group of believers"."
As was a matter of fact, however, it depended largely upon the pleasure
of the local authorities whether an existing parish was actually dis-
possessed of such properties (and these were occasionally mutilated)7"
or merely whether an inventory of such properties was required and the
parish continued to use its properties and its activities.
The organization of the "believers" was not regulated by a definite
law. Nor was the status of the ecclesiastic authorities and the parishe
settled. The decree of January 23, 1918, merely stated that "all the
religious and ecclesiastic societies are subject to the general conditions
governing private societies and associations" except for the right of a
juridical person of which the religious associations were deprived."
Such general conditions were set up first in 1923 but the religious asso-
ciations were placed under special rules different from those established
for other private associations.7 "
According to these rules a religious community could have been recog-
nized either if it had received as a "group of believers" a church under
previous regulations or if it had formed under the new law a religious
association and presented for registration its constitution drawn accord-
ing to a pattern established by the soviet authorities. Religious com-
munities which failed to do so within three months were considered
dissolved."9
Finally when the law of April 8, 1929 was introduced the "group of
believers" and the "religious associations" were brought under uniform
75. Instruction to the Decree of Jangeary 23, 1918, § 5, passim, R.S.F.S.R. LAWS (1917-
18) item 685.
76. From the Circular of the Commissariat of Justice of January 3, 1919, we learn
that the metal ornaments of consecrated articles and vestments were often removed and
used for making flags and other revolutionary symbols. GIOuLLUov, op. cit. supra note 49,
at 655 passim.
77. Decree of January 23, 1918, §§ 10, 12.
78. R.S.F.S.R. LAWS (1922) items 622, 625; INsmucnoN OF THE COSI'rMSSARIATS Olt
JUsTICE AND THE IrTLmoR, APRin 27, 1923, § 1; IzvEsTnA, April 27, 1923, § 92; GIDULIA1OV,
op. cit. supra note 49, at 81-86.
79. hNsTRUcroN, supra note 78, at § 7.
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rules and a new "registration" was required of them. All religious com-
munities which did not obtain the registration under the new law prior
to May 1, 1930 were considered dissolved. According to this law, re-
ligious associations may begin their activities "only after the registra-
tion."80
Consequently a parish in Soviet Russia has to pass from two to three
registrations to survive. These registrations were not a matter of mere
making record of their existence but at each of them the administration
was at liberty to deny to a parish its further existence. The conditions
of the last registration were especially burdensome. The law of 1929
codified all the scattered rulings hitherto issued for the bringing of the
parochial life under the control of administration and setting narrow
limits for the activities of religious organizations.
For registration in the first place a list of all members of the associa-
tion with their signed consent thereto was required.8 ' Mere listing of
the parishioners is not sufficient; from each of them his consent must
be obtained.82  Some local regulations, for example in Armenia, Azar-
baydjan and Turkmenistan, require as was the rule before the R.S.F.
S.R., indication of the social and material standing from 1914 of each
founder of the association and the class of people to which he belonged
before the revolution s3 Then the narrow territorial limits for the activi-
ties of the association must be indicated. Complete information concern-
ing the occupation of each executive since 1914 (i.e., for sixteen years)
must be supplied with indication whether he or she was subject to pun-
ishment.8 4  A more detailed separate questionnaire has to be filed for
the priest who can begin to officiate only after this has been done. 5
Furthermore, "the registering body may exclude any individual execu-
tive of a religious association".8 In other words only those persons can
manage the affairs of a religious community who are approved by the
atheistically minded soviet authorities.
Any change in membership, executives or clergy of the association
must be reported to the authorities within seven days and besides a
general report must be presented annually s7 - Again, no more than
three executives are allowed for each association.8 The local adminis-
SO. Law of April 8, 1929, § 65; Order of the Commissariat of 11e Interior, Oa. 1,
1929, No. 325, § 4; ORLF SNxsY, op. cit. supra note 36, at 26.
81. Law of April 8, 1929, § 9.
82. OnsxxssY, op. cit. supra note 36, at 8.
83. OmG IA~ov, op. cit. supra note 49, at 82, 103; ORL-;sn , op. di. s pra note 36,
at 191, 200, 207.
84. Instruction, supra note 36, at § 42, form No. 2.
85. Id., § 6.
86. Op. dt. supra note 98, at § 14.
87. Instruction, supra note 41, at §§ 47, 48; La-w of April 8, 1929, § 8.
88. Law of April 8, 1929, § 13.
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tration has the right to make an examination of the activities, records,
bookkeeping, etc., of a religious association at any time.89 The execu-
tives are elected by the general assembly of the religious associations by
open ballot.90 For each such general assembly a permission by local
authorities must be obtained in advance and the subject matters of the
discussion must be indicated.91 The authorities can send to this assem-
bly their representative who has broad power to close the assembly.
The jurisdiction of the executives is strictly defined by the law. They
are elected "for the performance of functions connected with the man-
agement and usage of the properties necessary for the exercise of the
cult and for outside representation". 93 The right of representation, how-
ever, must be taken in a very limited sense because the churches cannot
be officially represented at any convention, committee or other public
body in Soviet Russia.94
To conclude the matter of registration the fulfillment of all the con-
ditions required by law for registration does not make recognition
obligatory for the administration; the "registration" still can be denied.
The law does not even require the indication of a reason for such denial.
The only duty imposed upon the registering body is to serve its decision
on the applicants within a month.95 Thus "registration" is in effect a
license. The existence of a religious community is entirely in the hands
of administration. It may deny the registration as well as close a duly
registered association if it deems that "it deviates from the rules estab-
lished for such associations."9 "
In brief the activities of a religious community are under a permanent
surveillance of the soviet administrative authorities, and its existence
is left to the free discretion of such authorities.
4. Limitations Set Up for Activities of Religious Organizations
The most salient point of the law is the narrow field left to the activi-
ties of a religious association. They are confined to what soviet law
terms "performance of the cult" and that which appears in the eyes of
soviet writers and in practice bare performance of religious ceremonies,
God's service or common prayer.
The church must keep away from any charity, brotherly intercourse
89. Instruction, supra note 36, § 59.
90. Law of April 8, 1929, § 13.
91. Instruction, supra note 36, §§ 23, 26.
92. Id., § 56.
93. Law of April 8, 1929, § 13. Transactions permitted in connection with manage-
ment of such property are enumerated in § 11.
94. GmirwAuov, op. cit. supra note 49, at 138 passim, 666-667.
95. Law of April 8, 1929, § 7.
96. Instruction, op. cit. supra note 36, § 61.
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of fellow members, self-education and teaching of religious doctrine
even to its own members and their children.07 The religious associations
may not organize poor houses, alumni, or mutual funds to cover funeral
expenses.
The editor of a semi-official commentary on the law says:
"The activities of all the religious associations are reduced to the performance
of the cult (prayer and performance of ceremonies and similar things).
Activities exceeding the limits of satisfaction of these needs are not permitted?."3
Similar comments were made after the adoption of the new 1936
Soviet Constitution 9
Again some limitation is set up for the performance of religious cere-
monies or display of religious symbols and holy images. They are not
permitted "in any governmental, public, cooperative or private institu-
tions or enterprises." Exception is made only for the extreme unction
of persons "dangerously ill or dying" in hospitals and prisons and for
display of images in the museums. 00 At the time when some private
commercial and industrial enterprises were permitted in Soviet Russia,
no crucifixes or any other holy image (icon) could be placed in their
premises, a well established custom in the pre-bolshevist days. 0 1 Even
in a kitchen jointly used by several families, which is very common in
present Russia because of the prevailing housing conditions, no such
image can be put. A prayer can not be pronounced in commonly used
premises of an apartment without the agreement of all those who occupy
the place."0 - Performance of religious rites on installation of religious
97. The statute reads as follows: "Religious associations may not: (a) Create mutual
credit societies, cooperative or commercial undertakings, or in general use the property
at their disposal for other than religious purposes; (b) give material assistance to tieir
members; (c) organize for children, young people and women spcdsl prayer or other
meetings, or generally meetings, circles, groups or departments for biblical or literary
study, sewing, working or the teaching of religion, etc., or organize excursions, children's
playgrounds, public libraries, or reading rooms, or organic sanatoria and medical asitanre.
... Only books necessary for the purpose of the cult may be kept in the buildings and
premises of worship." Instruction, §§ 2, 3; Lam of April 8, 19.9, § 114, 3 (a). Italics
supplied.
98. O .ANsxy, op. cit. supra note 36, at 11.
99. "Religious organizations do not exist for the purpose of maling the socialist
regime strong, indeed, and therefore they do not have any other rights but the right of
free performance of the cult (ceremonies, prayer, god service) which is undericored in the
Section 124 [of the new 1936 constitution]. . . . Speaking of the Russan Orthodox
Church the religious cult covers the mass, matins, vespers, communion, confesion, funeral
and other ceremonies obligatory to the faithful." Ptrzxrq ,, Fnr.oom or Co:sca.:c D;
= U.S.S.R. mmER zv BA xN or Msnaaas (Russ. ed. 1937) No. 2, at 71, 7S, 76.
100. Law of April ., 1929, § 53; Instruction, op. cit. supra note 36. § 33.
101. Gmnumuov, op. cit. srupra note 49, at 56.
102. Ibid.; also, ORLAx-srr, op. cit. sura note 36, at 174.
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pictures in a governmental institution entails penalty under Section 126
of the Penal Code." 3 It must be noted that at the present time all
commercial and industrial enterprises in Russia are governmental.
Moreover, tolling of the bells is prohibited in the majority of large cities
by city ordinance.
A special permit of authorities is required for God's service in any
other premises than a church 04 as well as for "religious processions" or
"performance of religious ceremonies or rites in the open air",10 both
of which were very customary forms of worship in the pre-revolutionary
villages. Permission must be asked for two weeks in advance. Excep-
tion is made for funerals and "for religious processions which are an
inevitable part of the church service and are made only around the
church . . . provided they do not disturb normal street traffic". 100 The
last clause gives again a chance for the interference of the authorities.
A permit of the authorities is also required for services outside the resi-
dence of the religious association." 1 Finally an important actual obstacle
to the observance of church ceremonies, especially to the attendance of
Sunday service is the result of the so-called five-day or six-day working
week in the majority of soviet enterprises and institutions. Under this
labor regime the rest days do not as a rule coincide with Sundays but
with various weekdays according to a complicated schedule.Y'8 In enter-
prises working under the regime of a normal seven-day week the rest
days might not coincide with Sundays." 9 Neither Christmas nor Easter
are holydays in Soviet Russia, to say nothing about other festivals.110
According to the Soviet Labor Code failure to appear for a single work-
ing day is a legitimate reason for dismissal."' Consequently celebration
of a religious festival may result in loss of employment.
5. Prohibition of Teaching of Religion
Among the activities prohibited to the Church, the teaching of religion
is undoubtedly a substantial part of the exercise of faith and one of the
foremost purposes of an ecclesiastic body. If the church or its minis-
103. The penalty is compulsory labor for a period of not over three months or ino
not over 300 rubles.
104. Law of April 8, 1929, § 57.
105. See id., § 59.
106. See id., § 60.
107. See id., § 61.
108. Decree of Sept. 24, 1929, U.S.S.R. LAWS (1929) item 586, § 6 in fine; Decree o
Nov. 21, 1931, id. (1931) item 448, § 4. Under the regime of a "six-day week" the
rest days are 6th, 12th, 18th, 24th, and 30th days of each month.
109. CoDE or LAB OR LAws as amended to June 1, 1937 (in Russian, 1937) § 109.
110. Id., Ill1.
111. rd., § 47 (1), introduced by the Law of Nov. 20, 1932, U.S.S.R. LAWS (1932)
item 371.
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ters cannot teach religion who else could do it? But this was the exact
aim of the soviet rulers-to cut the younger generation off from religion.
The following program indicates that it is not religious tolerance but
atheism and materialism that form the official aim of soviet education.
An editorial of the official organ of the Commissariat of Education
stated recently:
"It is not the non-religious but an atheistic education of children that is
wanted. It is recommended ... in general to permeate the entire instruction
with the spirit of militant atheism." 2
Yaroslavsky stated the same objective in a more radical way:
"Therefore we cultivate in the children a hatred for those ties which religion
imposes .... We demand of the child to be a fighter against religion anywhere,
at the school and in the family.""' 3
In accordance with the communist aims the soviet statutes prohibit
"the teaching of any form of religious belief in governmental, public
and private teaching and educational establishments""14 and prohibit
also in general "teaching of religious doctrine to persons under eighteen
years of age.""'
The decree on separation of Church and State on January 23, 1918
which is still on the statute books stated that "citizens may give and
receive religious instructions privately.""' This provision, however,
soon became void because of other subsequent regulations. Thus any
private instruction of children in groups comprising over three children
was forbidden in 1923.1' Until 1929 teaching of religion privately in
groups of not over three children was not directly prohibited insofar as
it did not have a character of organized group instruction." 9 However,
the law of April 8, 1929 put an end to this. Only teaching of religion
by parents to their own children is not expressly prohibited now."" Any
other teaching is a crime. -0
112. Editorial, For Commundst Education (in Russian, May 8, 1937).
113. YARosL vsKY, AGAn-ST NATIO.mISSI, Ac.ISTRn ReLuco. (Russian ed. 1931) 19.
114. Law of April 8, 1929, § 18; also Decree of Jantwiry 23, 1918, § 9.
115. Decree of June 13, 1921, § 3 note; GmuLLu.ov, op. cit. supra note 49, at 365.
116. Section 9.
117. Instruction of the Commis sariats for the Interior and for Eucation, December
22, 1923, § 461, BuLLETIN OF THE Co~rAnss.=,T roa Tue I:umEnR (in Rusian, Jan. 22,
1924) No. 1; also Giouxiwcov, op. cit. supra note 49, at 367.
118. GiuL. ,nov, oP. cit. supra note 49, at 373.
119. OexLaNsxY, op. cit. supra note 36, at 11.
120. R.S.F.S.R. Prx.A, CODE § 122: "The giving of religious instruction to children or
to young persons under age in governmental or private educational establishments and
schools, or in violation of the rules laid down in this connection entails . .. compulsory
labor for a period up to one year."
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It is stated in the law that "religious instruction is permitted exclu-
sively in special theological courses" which can be opened by a special
permit of the high soviet authorities.12' However, such special theo-
logical courses do not answer the need for religious instruction of the
population. Besides, the available information shows that only a score
of such courses were opened, with a very small number of students,
because of the prevailing general conditions in Soviet Russia. 22
The soviet regulations are not confined to the negative combat of
religion, to the prohibition of religious instruction. A positive task
of an atheistic education is clearly set forth in the program for the soviet
schools. The following is the program on this point for the so-called
Pedagogical Technikums, that is, training schools for the soviet teachers
as outlined by regulation of the Commissariat for the Education of
March 28, 1929:
"The whole scholastic system, the whole system of professional and technical
education, including also pedagogical technikums, must be placed on the fore-
front of anti-religious activity .... The militant attack on religion must have a
systematic character . . . to create in students a definite materialistic men-
tality. The contents of all scientific disciplines. studied at the Pedagogical
Technikuns must-without a single exception-strengthen this mentality. The
program of every branch of science must be established in agreement with
this principle."'1 23
Consequently a religious man is barred from teaching activities in
Soviet Russia. The recent reports by the soviet press show that there
was no change in this respect after the adoption of the new constitution.
Soviet teachers were summoned recently to intensify anti-religious
work among children by the authoritative organ of the Commissariat
of Education. The aim of the soviet education was outlined there
as follows:
"Teaching must be so conducted that by the end of his schooling the pupil
has a clear understanding that, though religions differ in form, they all in
essence lead to the same end; all are ideologies of slavery, all implacably con-
tradict science and all are directed against the interests of toilers."' 24
Thus the soviet legislation is designed not only to bar the church
121. Law of April 8, 1929, § 18; also Decree of June 13, 1921, § 3 note. See also
Gm IJLxov, op. cit. supra note 49, at 372.
122. For example, among the 47 students admitted to the courses of the so-called
"Living Church" in 1924 in Moscow, only 24 could arrive. Living Church was at that
time quite favorably treated by the soviets.
123. BuLLETIM OF THE COMMnUiSSAMAT FOR EDUCATIOx (in Russian, 1929) Nos. 18, 29,
item 389.
124. TEAcmms GAzETTE (in Russian) Oct. 23, 1938. For examples of expulsion of
teachers because of religion, see PRAvADA, April 4, 1937.
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from religious instruction but to put an end to the teaching of religious
doctrine in general. Atheistic education and atheistic propaganda are
the objectives of the official program of the communist party2 and are
carried on not only "through the machinery of the soviet state",120
according to the soviet writers, but also through the trade unionsP7
and a special "Union of Militant Atheists" sponsored by the government.
III
PERSECUTION OF THE CLERGY
In addition to the restrictions set up by the soviet legislation to the
activities of religious communities a number of direct limitations and
special heavy financial burdens were imposed upon the clergy of all
denominations and the monks, up to the time of the 1936 constitution.
It is true the decree of separation of Church and State of January 23,
1918, announced: "All restrictions connected with religious persuasion
or absence of religious persuasion are abolished.""' - However, this was
superfluous in the first place, and, besides, was not carried out. It
was superfluous because by the decree of the Provisional Government of
Russia of March 20, 1917, all the discriminations against the citizen
because of religion or race existing under Imperial regime were already
abolished."2  The announcement was not fulfilled because beginning
with the first Soviet constitution of July, 1918, and up to the 1936
constitution the soviet laws deprived of franchise "present and former
clergymen of all denominations (ministers, deacons, rabbis, etc.), monks
and nuns."' 30  In 1929, 248,000 persons were disfranchised on this
125. PROcI..ar AND CON;srno Or Tim CoaruvN' uTsr I EATI0ONAL (9th Rusaan ed.
1931).
126. "The soviet power is against all religion, and in its policy it follows the rEolutions
4of the (Communist) party which regards religion a form of spiritual oppres.lon of the
masses. The soviet power collaborates actively in the liberation of the masses from
religious persons by carrying on propaganda through the machinery of the state." TaE
SovIET Powr AD REIGIo.N, GoDLnr (1927) 11.
127. See Circulars of the Supreme Council of the Trade Unions, Sept. 12, 197,
§ 109, in ORLEAwsxY, op. cit. note 36, at 51:
"I. Anti-religious propaganda must be included into the plan of the work of the
-lubs and cultural divisions of the trade unions as a necessary part of their actiles.
"2. And attention must be paid by the trade-unioni.t pres3 to th2 problems of the
anti-religious propaganda."
For further fostering of anti-religious propaganda see the Circular of March 1, 1929,
Id., 53, 54.
123. Section 3.
129. Cor=nr.,oN or ENACrmENrs =N DicEus or Tm PrO;'O:szLo , GoT'ia.r- sr (1917)
item 400.
130. ELrcToRAL INsrtucrzo op TrE RS.F.S.R. rot 1934 EU.c-iots, § 15 i. The con-
stitutions of the soviet republics (e.g., RS.F.S.R. Constitution, § 69) provided for the
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ground, and 161,000 in 1931, the decrease being officially explained "in
the national decrease of the number of ministers". 131
The disfranchise did not affect merely the right of vote. The dis-
franchised persons (lishentsy) constituted a special class of the soviet
citizens, a kind of outcast, whose right to work, earn, and even to get
food was considerably restricted. Thus they could not be members of
the trade unions and could not therefore be lawfully employed,
especially in the governmental enterprises.3 Special regulations pro-
hibited the clergy from holding any position in the institutions under the
control of the Commissariats of Justice, Education, Agriculture, Food
and the Interior. 33 They had to pay an increased rent for their apart-
ments-from five to ten times higher than the "toilers", 4  They could
not rent rooms or apartments in municipalized or nationalized buildings,
that is, in the prevailing number of buildings in the cities. Persons
living in such buildings could not accept ministers of religion as
lodgers.3 When for quite a long time food and other commodities
were distributed by rations on cards, the disfranchised persons were
deprived of such cards. The right to work and employment affected not
only the disfranchised persons but also the members of their families.
Their children were practically barred from education, especially in
the higher institutions.'36 Finally, the disfranchised persons paid a
special, high income tax'3 7 and an agricultural tax;'38 and those 21 to
40 years old were forced to pay a military tax in peacetime and to enroll
in the labor militia in war time. 39
The new 1936 constitution no longer contains a clause disfranchising
the clergy. Still statements were made in the soviet press to the effect
that clergymen must not be considered "toilers", that is, treated
equally with others, 4 ° and the fact remains that for twenty years the
disenfranchisement of ministers "who are engaged in this activity by profession" but this
clause was not included in the "Electoral Instructions" which were the actual electoral laws.
131. ELECTIONS TO THE SOVIETS AND THE COM.r0SITION OF THE ORGANS OF POWER
(Russian ed. 1931) 35.
132. R.S.F.S.R. LAWS (1921) item 67.
133. GIDuLiAwOV, op. cit. supra note 49 at 294, 295.
134. Decree of the R.S.FS.R. Commissariat of the Interior, July 30, No. 259, § 4;
Resolution of the All-Russian Central Executive Committee, Dec. 27, 1927, § 2, note 3, In
ORLEANSxY, op. cit. supra note 36, at 56-58.
135. See note 134, supra; also Resolution of the All-Russian Central Executive Com-
mittee, April 8, 1929, R.S.F.S.R. LAWS (1929) item 339, § 3.
136. Standard Charter of Universities, U.S.S.R. LAWS (1934) item 87 (b), §§ 41, 47 (b).
137. U.S.S.R. LAWS (1930) item 462.
138. U.S.S.R. LAWS (1928) item 212, § 28.
139. U.S.S.R. CoNsTITuToIN (1929) § 29.
140. PUTINTSEV, ON FREEDOM OF CONSCIENCE IN THE U.S.S.R. (Russian ed. 1937) 37.
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restrictions followed every minister of religion and member of his
family.
Again these well defined limitations are not the only hardships which
a religious man faces no less than a priest in Soviet Russia. The soviet
State is "theoclastic" in its very nature, in its ideology: it is neither
tolerant nor indifferent towards religion but aims to fight actively the
belief in God.
The soviet legislation as expounded in the previous chapter leaves a
too narrow margin for worship, if any. In any event it runs counter to
the traditional exercise of faith and made almost any attempt to con-
tinue religious activities along the customary path appear a transgression
of the rules established by the government. Such an attempt was in
the eyes of the soviet atheistic authorities a manifestation of an anti-
soviet frame of mind. If the State inscribes atheism on its banners, any
religious activity, although non-political in itself, arouses the suspicion
of the government. A religious procession of the day of a patron saint
of the local church, ecclesiastic celebrations of a marriage, baptism, etc.,
are looked upon by the soviets with such suspicion. Likewise in many
cases obedience to the government means for a religious man the aban-
donment of traditional mode of worship: the teaching of religious
doctrine to children, for example, or work on Easter or Christmas, or the
acceptance of desecration such as the removal of consecrated objects
from the Church by non-qualified persons, or the opening of coffins
containing the relics of a saint. Observance of the ecclesiastic tradition
runs counter to the loyalty to the government which aims to eradicate
religion. Therefore, a religious man is suspected in soviet Russia of
being inimical to the government and any accusation of the violation of
the "separation of State and Church" almost automatically involves
accusation of counter-revolution.
The soviet penal system offers rather wide possibilities for prosecu-
tion of "counter-revolutionary" crimes. First, the notion of such crimes
is much broader than that of a political crime in many other countries.
The indicia of individual crimes are couched in very general terms and
in addition to the definitions of particular crimes there is a general
"species" definition of a counter-revolutionary crime. It embraces
among other things "any act directed . . to weaken" the authority of
the soviet government or "the basic economic, political, and national
conquests of the proletarian revolution". 14 ' According to the official
annotators of the Code, the indirect intention suffices; that is, it suffices
if the perpetrator knew that his act may have endangered these con-
141. R.SYS.R PiFnAL CODE § 58 (1), as amended in 1926.
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quests.' 42 There is besides another even broader group definition of
"crimes against the administration".14 Moreover, the soviet court has
the power to sentence for an act not expressly dealt with in the Penal
Code if it merely resembles a crime mentioned in the Code.144  Finally,
"propaganda or agitation containing an appeal to overthrow, undermine,
or weaken the soviet authority or to commit individual counter-revolu-
tionary crimes, or the dissemination, preparation, or possession of lit-
erature containing such matter ... if done ... by utilizing religious or
racial prejudices" entails the death penalty. 45 Incitement of "religious
enmity or discord" or possession of literature of that nature entails
either imprisonment or under extenuating circumstances, the death pen-
alty.'46 These sections were often used wherever the violation of separa-
tion of Church and State was involved. 47 Secondly, side by side with
the courts, a special government department functions in Soviet Russia
which has a broad power to inflict heavy penalties without any judicial
procedure-without a trial-and this department is not bound by any
substantive or adjective law. Its name is varied: Cheka from 1917 to
1921,148 G. P. U. from 1921 to 1923,14° 0. G. P. U. from 1923 to 1934,110
when it became Federal Commissariat of the Interior-Narkomvnudel or
N. K. V. D.151 This institution had for several years first the actual
power and later the right to put to death after a secret procedure, or
sentence to penal servitude (labor camps) or exile.152 At the present
142. TRaimi x , CO:MENTARY ON THE R.S.F.S.R. PENAL CODE (Russian ed. 1927Y 85;
KAmu-nsmy, PENAL CODE Or THE R.S.F.S.R. (Russian ed. 1935) 66.
143. R.S.F.S.R PENAL CODE § 59 (1)
144. Id. § 16.
145. Id., § 58 (10).
146. Id., § 59 (7).
147. The official commentary to the law on religious associations reprinted these
sections together with those dealing with violation of the separation of Church and State
quoted supra. ORLEANSxY, op. cit. supra note 36, 177.
148. "CJrezvychaynaya Komissiya"--this Extraordinary Commission for combat of
counter-revolution, sabotage and crimes committed by the officials came into being in
November or December, 1917. No official decree establishing this institution was ever
made public. Its "statute" was first promulgated on Nov. 2, 1918, but its Jurisdiction
remained undefined.
149. Gosudarstveunoe Politichesve Upravlcnie-State Political Administration. R.S.F.SR.
LAWS (1921).
150. "Obyedinennoye Gosudarstveunoe Politches Roe Upravlenie"--Federal State Pollti.
cal Administration. This was the name given to this institution after the formation of
the Soviet Union-the U.S.S.R.-in 1923.
151. There was originally no Federal Commissariat of the Interior. The O.G.P.U.
was reorganized into such Commissariat in 1934.
152. Krylenko, former Commissar of Justice, characterized the Cheka's activities as
follows: "The Cheka established a de facto method of deciding cases without a judicial
procedure. . . . In a number of places the Cheka assumed not only the right of final
decision but also the right of the control over the court." Its activities had the character
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time Narkomvnudel has the authority of confining in a "labor camp"
equal to penal servitude for a period up to five years with an unlimited
facility of renewal or prolongation of the term of exile, or, to a definite
locality without confinement and prohibiting residence in certain places
for the same period."5' The statute is silent on the death penalty. The
Narkoinvnudel can undertake an investigation and arrest on a charge
of any crime. After the investigation is completed it can either dispose
of the case by inflicting one of the above-mentioned penalties or transfer
of a "tremendously merciless repression and complete secrecy of what occurred inside
within its walls . . . final decisions over life and death with no appeal from them . . .
were passed . . . with iio rules settling the jurisdiction or procedure." Knv asnxo, Tim
JuDiCaLRY oF Tm R.S.F.S.R. (Russian ed. 1923) 97, 322-323. Latsis, one of the Cheiza
leaders, stated that, according to the "incomplete" statistics referring thereto received
from 20 per cent of the territory under the soviet rule, the Cheka put to death during
1918 and seven months of 1919, 14,4S0 persons; 11,000 were in addition "tahen as hostages"
and about 100,000 imprisoned in one way or another. LATs, Two YrEASs or FIGHT Ou
TH hrwa FRoxTr (Russian ed. 1920) 70 passim. The jurisdiction of Cheka and later
of the G.P.U. and O.G.P.U. remained rather undefined by law. Its activities were merely
recognized lawful by the government. The right of putting to death was neither stated
nor denied until an ex post facto authentic interpretation of a previous law !Fanctioned
such activities of the O.G.P.U. See Law of March 14, 1933, U.SS.R. Lnxws (1933) item
103. In connection with the Five-Year Plan the O.G.P.U. has developed a new line, vi.,
the organization of convict labor on a large scale. Persons sentenced by O.G.P.U. and
courts were confined into "labor camps", managed by O.G.P.U. See StaLute on Coe.c-
tional Labor Camps, U.S.S.R. Lws (1930) item 243. The total number of prikoners
is not available, but an idea of it is given by figures made public in connection with
the accomplishment of the Belomorak Canal Prisoners pardoned numbered 12,4S4, and
59,516 had their term reduced, (totalling some 72,000) by the Resolution of the Federal
Executive Committee of August 4, 1932. There were, in addition, those who did not
receive any pardon and who perished in this titanic work in the sub-arctic climate.
U.S.S.R. LAWS (1932) item 294. Mr. Vladimir Cheravin, Rupsian scientist, who ezcapcd
from the Solvetsky camp in August of 1932, states as follows: "I know of thirteen camp:,
but there are undoubtedly more. . . . In the camp of Solovetsk in the summer of 1931
there were fourteen sections and in each section there were usually 20,CCO prionemrs,
which means that at that time in the Solovetsk camp there were about 2 0,0. If one
assumes that on an average in each camp there were 100,000, the total for U.S.R. will
be 1,300,000, which is undoubtedly much less than the actual figure. According to the
latest reports, which I have from a prisoner who only just escaped from a camp in 1932,
two new camps have been created, the Baikal-Amur with 450,00 prieaners [to which
a railroad now is completed] and the Dmitrov near Mloscow with 250,000 [on the Moscow-
Volga Canal]." Chernavin, Life in Concentration Camps in U.SS.R. (Jan. 1934) S.,%-
vo-ic Pmvmw 3, 4. See also his recent book, I SPr-% ron Tn Suxr_. (1935). It i
rather interesting to note that the highest number of convicts serving hard labor under
the Imperial regime was 52,000 (in 1913). See REPoRT oF THE IarER BL ML BVISEiu
or Paisoxs roR 1913 (in Russian, St. Petersburg, 1914) 41. The highest number of
political exiles without confinement under Imperial regime was reached, according to the
soviet writers, in 1907, and amounted to 17,000. See Tim SovsEr P,: A rxxn-o. (Rus-
sian ed. 1934) 10S.
153. U.S.S.R. LAws (1934) item 233; Id. (1935) item 34.
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the case for trial to the court. This is a matter of unrestricted volition
of the Narkomvnudel. There are no rules of substantive or adjective
law for such procedure. The cases involving "substantive activities"
must, however, be tried not by the regular court but by a court-martial.
For some special crimes there are also special courts assigned."6 4
The Narkomvnudel is also in charge of all penal institutions (labor
camps as well as prisons, reformatories, etc., where the sentences of the
regular courts are served), 56 of the entire police, 16 of the offices regis-
tering births and deaths, celebrating marriages and granting divorces,
157
of the grant of the right of residence in large cities (passport system), 16 8
and of special troops.'" Consequently the soviet citizen does not have
to be guilty of a particular crime to be deprived of liberty and serve
long term penal servitude if the Narkomvnudel considers him dangerous
to the soviet regime. Both the courts armed with the elastic instru-
ment of the soviet penal law and the Narkomvnudel with its broad
power are watching with suspicion the activities of the religious men in
Russia. Both are set in motion whenever the soviet government thinks
that religion gains in the mind of the people.
That a high number of prelates of churches, priests, monks and
active parishioners were sentenced by the soviet courts for various pen-
alties is beyond dispute. What the voluminous anti-religious and
clergy-wrestling soviet literature tries to prove is that the reason for
their prosecution was anti-soviet activities. It is true that indictments
and sentences pronounced them guilty of counter-revolution, or of direct
treason, as it was in numerous cases in 1937 under the new constitu-
tion.160 However, the entire set-up of the soviet penal system does
not offer any convincing evidence that these accusations are justified.
To conclude: Separation of State and Church declared in the soviet
decrees means actually the suppression of the Church by an atheistic
state. The soviet legislation on religion is a legislation of militant
atheism which sought to eradicate religion from the human mind. It
beset the existence of ecclesiastic organizations with unsurmountable
obstacles. If, nevertheless, religious belief has survived in Russia, the
soviet rulers have no more credit for it than the pagan Emperors of
Rome for the survival of Christendom.
154. Id. (1934) item 283, 284.
155. Id. (1935) item 421.
156. Id. (1934) item 283 § 3 (a).
157. Ibid.
158. Id. (1932) item 516.
159. Id. (1935) 372.
160. RELIGION AND ESPIONAGE (Russian ed. 1938) passim describes numerous cases of
prosecution of the clergy in 1937.
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